
 

Region 8 Fuels Modules 

Standard Operating Procedures  

Spring 2018 Season 

Overview 

The purpose of the Forest Service Region 8 module program is to provide highly mobile, 

self-sufficient, highly trained and reliable resource to support the regional fuels and fire 

program.  Modules are generally composed of smokejumpers from the Forest Service and 

Bureau of Land Management.  However, modules can also be comprised of personnel from 

Forest Service/BLM districts or Hotshot crews.  The primary purpose of the modules is to 

be a flexible resource for both suppression and prescribed fire with an emphasis on 

prescribed fire.   

Safety 

Safety of our employees and detailers is the number one priority in anything we do in R8. 

Modules are expected to follow all safety practices such as: wearing all required PPE, 

wearing seat belts, work/rest, and obeying driving laws and policies.  Poison ivy can be 

encountered on almost every prescribed burn or wildland fire.  Pre-vaccination to prevent 

an allergic reaction may be a good idea for individuals who are or may be allergic.  Bees are 

also prevalent, those individuals who are or may be allergic to bee stings are encouraged to 

bring with them an Epi-pen and let their supervisor know of their allergy.   The H1N1 

(Swine flu) virus has spread to many areas within the region.  Hand washing is very 

important in decreasing the spread of the virus as well as maintaining a healthy lifestyle.   

Personnel and Vehicle Accidents: 

 

All vehicle accidents need to be reported to local and home unit law enforcement and 

safety personnel. Standard form # 91 needs to be completed and recorded into SHIPS.  

All personnel injury accidents need to be recorded on  forms CA-1, 2 or 16 appropriately. 

Local and home unit human resources and safety personnel need to be contacted.  All 

accident information will be recorded into SHIPS. 

 
Coordination between Smokejumper Bases (or home unit) and the R8 Regional Office 

When available and cost effective, the Region will consider using Smokejumper aircraft 

for the shuttling of crews to Region 8.  If Smokejumper aircraft are utilized, an order will 

be placed for aircraft through established dispatch channels, and contacts will be made 

with the appropriate Regional Aviation Officers, dispatch coordination centers, pilots, and 

Smokejumper operations.   

Region 8 – Regional Office 

● The R8 Regional Fuels Specialist or Module Coordinator will notify Smokejumper 

Bases (or home unit) by late fall to brief on the outlook for winter/spring modules 

 



 

and dates as earliest start date. If there is a need for the fall season, contact will 

be made as soon as possible.  

● The R8 Regional Fuels Specialist or Module Coordinator will coordinate with units on 

who will provide modules. 

● The R8 Regional Fuels Specialist or Module Coordinator will pass the module order 

to SACC for ordering in ROSS.   

Smokejumper Bases(or home unit) 

● Bases will notify the R8 Regional Fuels Specialist or Module Coordinator of how 

many Smokejumpers are available for the dates provided. 

● Bases will organize individuals/modules as much in advance as possible.  Bases will 

then provide the names and qualifications to the Regional Fuels Specialist or Module 

Coordinator.  

● Bases need to insure individuals are properly red-carded for fireline duties 

(qualified in both ROSS and IQCS) and are currently in pay status.  

● Each module will function as one cohesive unit, unless individual resources are 

needed and their use is approved by Regional leadership and the 

Smokejumper-In-Charge.   

Length of assignment, work-rest ratio, and days off 

Standard assignments will consist of a three week tour with travel included within the 21 

days.  Individuals can extend only if approved by their home unit and regional leadership. 

This is Smokejumper policy for fire and fuels assignments.   Days off may also be provided 

based on the discretion of the local unit the module is assigned.  However, this must be 

coordinated with the Regional Fuels Specialist.  Work/rest ratio guidelines must be 

adhered to as dictated by the Interagency Standards for Fire and Fire Aviation 

Operations (red book). 

Weekend work is not guaranteed.  However, due to cost of travel and efficient use of the 

modules, it is expected the modules will work as much as possible.  If a module is not being 

utilized appropriately, then RO leadership will relocate the module to high priority areas of 

the region.   

Who the modules work for 

The modules are considered a regional resource and are under the direct control of the 

Regional Fuels Specialist.  The day to day supervision is delegated to the assigned local 

unit.  When on assignment, modules will work for the District Fire Management Officer 

(DFMO) with the knowledge that prescribed burning is the top priority and the Regional 

Fuels Specialist will be setting assignment priorities. However, limited work on suppression 

assignments is up to the local unit and it is expected some suppression work will be 

required.   If there are no needs from other districts, modules may be held in place for 

project or burn preparation work. There may be times when it will be advantageous to hold 

a module (2-3 days) to take advantage of unit preparation prior to forecasted favorable 

 



 

weather conditions. This should be communicated daily between the 

Smokejumper-In-Charge (JIC), FMO , Module Coordinator, and the Regional Fuels 

Specialist.  

Job duties 

Smokejumper-In-Charge (JIC) duties are outlined in the Interagency Smokejumper 

Operations Guide. The JIC needs to track personnel time, next day off and travel 

arrangements. These details need to be communicated to the Module Coordinator, Regional 

Fuels Specialist, the FMO and the Smokejumper home unit. The JIC and the FMO or an 

identified contact person should have a pre-identified time each morning to brief and go 

over that day’s assignment. Some non-fuels related project work may be asked of a fuels 

module to fill in the interim time between assignments but this should be extremely 

limited.   

Time keeping/Financial 

The Region (R8) will pay to pre-position modules in the region (either on a hard dollar code 

or fire code depending on assignment need).  Once a module is ordered, the ordering unit 

(i.e. National Forest) is responsible for all OT expenses and the Region will cover the base 

8 hours and Lodging/Per diem/vehicle mileage/expenses. Only the Regional Fuels Specialist 

can authorize time and travel expenses charged to the regional job code. BLM 

Smokejumper personnel will be working on the reimbursable charge code for base eight 

wages, overtime and per diem. These charges will be tracked and submitted to the Module 

Coordinator and their home unit.   

FS personnel Base 8 time for the “50%+” personnel while on assignment will be tracked 

through B-codes with their home region override codes, regardless if you are on your or 

forests outside of your respective regions. The B-code taps the planned salary for these 

employees directly from their region and home unit codes. 

An exception to this would be if modules are on a wildfire, in this case OT, Hazard, Per 

diem, vehicle mileage) will be charged the fire.   

Each JIC will be responsible for reporting time, mileage, and per diem to the Module 

Coordinator via Google forms daily. These figures require accuracy, this cost is watched 

closely by the Regional Fuels Specialist to ensure the Region remains within budget 

constraints. 

Personnel time will be paid for days identified on individual personnel resources orders 

only.  

 

Dispatch Procedures 

Module personnel will be dispatched through their host dispatch center  on a name request 

basis.  Module personnel should be ordered as a Prescribed Fire Crew Member (RXCM) or 

their highest current IQCS qualification. The Smokejumper bases will provide the R8 

Regional Fuels Specialist with names and qualifications for the resource order. 

 



 

Smokejumper bases or home unit will be responsible for ensuring individuals are qualified 

for the position and listed as available in ROSS.   

Ordering – The modules will be initially ordered through a regional fuels code, individual 

fire code, severity code or the regional staging code.  The order will be placed by 

personnel at SACC to NICC as most of the resources will be external to the GACC. The 

personnel that will make up the modules will be initially ordered on individual overhead “O” 

numbers and then reconfigured into a Rx module once travel into the region has 

terminated. The module will then be given an alphabetized designator, i.e., “A” module,  

Mobilization - Units requesting the use of a module will submit a resource order for a 

fuels Module. The request will then be filled by an available fuels module either at SACC or 

through re-assignment from a unit already having possession of a module that is no longer 

needed or to a unit that has a greater need (i.e. active fires or higher priority fuels 

projects). The re-assignment will be conducted on the requesting unit’s incident, i.e. a 

module is assigned from one incident project to another incident project using that 

incident’s project order number and charge code.  When the module has completed its 

assignment and is no longer needed without further demand for the module, the module 

will be released back to the regional staging incident. Further, when a module member has 

to be released to his/her home unit for whatever reason and a resource is needed to fill 

the void, then an “O” number will be generated for a new request and an individual request 

will be sent by the unit having current control of the module to fill the vacant position. 

E.g., an overhead request for a CRWB, TFLD, FFT1, etc..  The request will be made using 

the incident project and charge code on which the module is currently assigned.   

State Coordination centers can move modules around the state without contacting the 

Region.  The Forest and/or state coordination centers will notify the Regional Fuels 

Specialist as soon as possible when they wish to release a module. Once released from the 

local unit, the module will be reassigned by the Regional Fuels Specialist with coordination 

with SACC.   

Logistics 

Module personnel will be self-sufficient, have government credit cards, and will take care 

of their own lodging and meal arrangements.  Bases will be responsible for ensuring 

modules are equipped for any possible suppression and prescribed fire assignments.  This 

will include appropriate 4-wheel drive vehicles for each module with the usual complement 

of tools.  This includes, but is not limited to chainsaws, leaf blowers, hand tools, fuel, 

sleeping bags, first aid kits, and radios.  

 Bases will handle travel arrangements in coordination with the Regional Fuels Specialist or 

Module Coordinator.  Once a module is ordered, the bases will handle travel arrangements 

to fill the order.   The JIC or a Smokejumper Base representative will notify the 

appropriate dispatch office so itineraries can be entered into ROSS.  Once demobed, 

module individuals or home unit will handle travel arrangements back to the home unit.   

 



 

 

Qualifications: 

The desired minimum qualification for each module consist of: 

1 RXB2, 2 FIRB, 1 Single Resource Boss, 4 RX Crew Members 

Target positions would also include: 

DIVS, ICT3, HEMG, TFLD, STEN, PLDO 

 


